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WHAT I  WIL L  TAL K 
ABOUT TODAY
PROBLEM:
I want to use FLEx, but I am 
working on a language featuring
grammatical tone
QUESTION:
How can inflectional categories
expressed by tone be glossed
automatically?










Minority language spoken in Southern Nigeria
Around 10,000 speakers
















The function of  tone is not limited to 
distinguishing two words, but can also 
distinguish two grammatical categories. 
(Hyman 2001: 1372)
Tonal melodies
By defining tonal melodies for specific word 
classes, multiple correlating sequences of  
surface tones can be explained and grouped 






• Verbal melodies encode TAM
• Melodies of the negated
paradigm differ from the ones
of the affirmative paradigm
(1) dʒɔb̀ár ̥ ɪj̀ɔǵ
dʒɔ-LH-bar ̥ ɪ-̀jɔ=́g
1SG-NEG.HAB-peel I4-yam=NEG




(2) NFUT FUT CONT HAB
Affirmative dʒE LH dʒa FːH dʒE HDːHH dʒO FːH
LHL FːHH HDːLHHH FːHH 
LHLL FːHHH HDːLHHHH FːHHH
NEG Class 1 dʒE RːDH dʒO RːH dʒO LH
RːDHH RːHL LHL
RːDHHH RːHLL LHLL






(2) NFUT FUT CONT HAB
Affirmative dʒE LH dʒa FːH dʒE HDːHH dʒO FːH
LHL FːHH HDːLHHH FːHH 
LHLL FːHHH HDːLHHHH FːHHH
NEG Class 1 dʒE RːDH dʒO RːH dʒO LH
RːDHH RːHL LHL
RːDHHH RːHLL LHLL
NEG Class 2 dʒE RːH dʒO RːDH dʒO LH
RːHL RːDHHH LHH
RːHLL RːDHHH LHHH






• Proposes a method for Toolbox to
parse grammatical tone. 
• Tones are parsed as infixes and can
be read together as one morpheme.
• Not applicable to FLEx 
\tx ùdúkwà
\mb ù- dukwa- H L





• “Item and process approach“ (Black 2014)
• Outside to inside











Affix Process Rules (APRs)
APRs model processes to form affixes
Advantages: 
• Material of the stem can be reused
(reduplication)
• Different affixation strategies can
be combined
• Tonal melodies can be modelled as














































d ʒ e  ̌ː ́ ̀ ʃ e n o g
dʒE- RːHL- ʃeno -g






d ʒ e  ̌ː ́ ̀ ʃ e n o g
dʒE- RːHL- ʃeno -g
1SG NFUT.NEG play NEG





• Plan representation of tone in 
your transcriptions/orthography
• Form paradigms
• Group several paradigms together
by forming templates to regulate
cooccurrences
• Create APRs with allomorphs for
words of different syllable
structures
• Pay attention to the order of the
rules (longer affixes come first!)
• Test with regular paradigms
CONCLUSION
Best Practice Guidelines
Four Best Practice Guidelines
• Try to keep a BALANCE between descriptive accuracy and workarounds 
• Pay attention to the COMPLEXITY of  the language structure, but try to 
minimize COMPLEXITY when modelling the structure for a parser 
• Try to avoid UNDERSPECIFICATION
• Pay attention to the ORDER of  rules 
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